Optimization of vessel orientation for robotic coronary artery bypass grafting.
The availability of telemanipulation robots has not yet resulted in the emergence of a reliable endoscopic coronary bypass procedure. A major challenge in performing a closed-chest coronary operation is creating a high-quality anastomosis in a reasonable period of time. In this experimental study, the impact of distal vessel orientation on the speed and accuracy of anastomosis was quantifed. We found that vessel orientation and the relative angle of the surgical plane influence anastomosis speed, the trauma to the vessel, the accuracy of stitch placement, and the eventual achievement of hemostasis. Our results suggest that the speed and accuracy of a robotically performed anastomosis of a vessel graft to a coronary artery can be improved by making small changes in vessel orientation. Vessels should be positioned between the horizontal and diagonal orientation and inclined between the horizontal and +45 degrees . Because the 6-o'clock stitch is particularly challenging, surgeons may benefit from an orientation that moves the heel or the toe of the anastomosis away from this critical position.